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in the King James Version (KJV) about Life
Insurance.The insurance issue has been confusing to
many. Some believe that only those who lack faith
would seek protection by insurance. But insurance
does not . Jan 13, 2010 . There is no Bible verse that
specifically addresses insurance, but I believe after
reading through Proverbs not getting insurance would
not be . First, let us agree that insurance for Christians
is not specifically mentioned in the Bible. If something
is not specifically mentioned in the Word of God, then
we . The Bible, the Christian and Life Insurance?
Insurance is not actually defined in the Bible; but the
principle of future provision is. Owning insurance does
not . What does the Bible teach about Life Insurance.
The Bible Teaching about Life Insurance. . The
Christian and life Insurance bring you Weekly Bible
verses:.The idea of insurance is to put a modest, set

amount away every month in return for a bulk payment
in the future when it is needed. There are several
different .
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